Marking workshops - Cambridge Assessment International

Update(s): The March 2021 papers will be published on 25th May, 2021 when the results for the March session have been announced. However, some papers for the March 2021 session can be found at the following link: March 2021 Papers (Cambridge IGCSE & AS/A Levels) 05/05/2021 NEW! Cambridge IGCSE Examiner Reports for November 2020 session are up!

EduTV Online: Business (9609) Past Papers 2020 Cambridge IGCSE 0500 English Language Paper 1 Knowledge Organiser A 31 slide lesson presentation taking students through a sample paper for the GCSE AQA English Language, Paper 2, Section A exam. The presentation includes clear learning objectives, a starter and review activity and opportunities for self and peer assessment.
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Cambridge IGCSE™ FIRST LANGUAGE ENGLISH 0500/12 Paper 1 Reading October/November 2020 2 hours You must answer on the question paper. You will need: Insert (enclosed) INSTRUCTIONS • Answer all questions. • Use a black or dark blue pen. • Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the boxes at the top of the page.
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